
Making decisions in our art and following intentions is an important stage in 

developing a painting. Having a set of principles and ideas to assess and make 

decisions can make this process easier and more effective.  

The main focus in this week’s session is to look at ways forward with intention 

and decision making in our paintings.  

A useful place to begin with this is in observing  and analysing our work.  Hav-

ing a straightforward way of looking at your work without criticism from a 

place of objective observation is useful in helping to work out what next to do 

with a painting. You might find it useful to refer to the additional handout  

Principles in Art Making in thinking about your own work.  

Principles in Practice 

As an example, here is how I have analysed one of my paintings taking four   

aspects to think about: 

Value: do I have value contrast? Are the values subtle or dramatic? Is there a 

wide or narrow range of values? 

Colour: describe the palette, are the colours bright, muted, dark or light? Is 

there a wide range of colours or a limited palette. Are they saturated, unsatu-

rated or a mix? 

Elements: what are the elements in the painting. (eg line/ shape/texture). 

How can I describe them. What size are they and how do they relate to one 

another? 

Design/composition: what is the focal point of the painting? Does the eye 

move around the piece? How are space and elements divided.  
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Value: There are a wide range of values in this painting.  From very light to 

dark, with a range of mid tones. There is one large element providing con-

trasting values, most other elements are of mid value.  



Colour: Limited palette, of unsaturated harmonising colours. The palette is 

quite bright.  

Elements: There is a large dark circular donut shaped element situated to the 

left of the painting. This donut is dark and meets the left hand and bottom 

edges. There is a square element above left of the donut touching the edge of 

the painting and a circle top right of the painting about 1/4 distance from the 

RH edge of the painting and meeting the top edge. These two shapes are ap-

proximately the same size. The inner area of the donut contains two white 

shapes about the same size. Between is a mid value blue shape. There are two 

squares on the rh side about same size.  There is a line that snakes its way 

down the rh side of the painting. And another circular line sitting over the top 

of the bottom half of the donut.  

Design/Composition: the dark donut dominates the painting and is the focus. 

The eye is drawn to the top right by the smaller elements. The lines draw the 

eye from top to bottom. The dark donut shape comes to the front of the 

painting.  

How are these elements functioning? 

The donut shape is dominating and the lighter shapes in the middle are rein-

forcing this as they are creating a bullseye in the centre of the painting.  

The small circular shape is not functioning in the same way as other shapes in 

the painting. The line that is outlining the shape is emphasising this.  

Composition is confusing I am not sure what this painting is about despite the 

dominance of the large donut shape.  
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Break Out Group Discussion 

Choose one of the paintings you have been working on and in small groups 

discuss your paintings using the process I’ve just been through with you.  You 

will probably have to hold the painting up to the camera so the group can see.  

Take some time with your piece so that you have a clear understanding of how 

the painting is working.  

 

What is the most important thing you have gained from this exercise? 

 

Having spent some time with your painting now think about how you want to 

develop it further and from what you now understand about making inten-

tions, identify three intentions you want to carry through in this painting. 

This might be about any of the elements we have been looking at and discuss-

ing. You might want to develop stronger contrast in values. You might want the 

make a painting less busy by resolving the number of shapes.  You may wish to 

develop your composition by focusing on some of the larger shapes in your 

painting.  
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My intentions in the video: 

A simple palette of colours based on those I have been using in my latest se-

ries chosen from these core colours 

Pthalo Blue, Cerulaen Blue, Cadmium Orange, Cadmium Yellow, Cadmium red 

Deep, Hookers Green, Yellow Ochre. Black White.  

In these paintings I made use of: 

Pthalo Blue, Cerulaen Blue, Cadmium Orange, Cadmium red Deep, Yellow 

Ochre. Black White.  

Raw, fresh energy, spontaneous mark-making, line and texture are key ele-

ments.  

Composition is based on blocks and squares around the edges of the paint-

ings. Simplification is another key aspect.  

Transitions between elements are loose and varied. 

How? 

Richness of surface texture inviting the viewer closer to the painting. Discover-

ies as you get in close that can’t be seen from a distance.  

Simplified colour, drama in raw marks and lines.  

 

Putting it into Practice 

Take your three intentions and your wooden panels.  

How are you going to develop these paintings using these intentions.  

What needs to happen to the work first?  And then what next? 
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